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Dataflow Dominance: A Definition and Characterization

Abstract
In this work, we define and characterize a new program attribute called dataflow dominance.
We find that there is a non-trivial percentage of 2-input instructions whose results can be
determined by the computation and fetching of only one operand (example: mult rd, rs, rt=0).
We call these instructions dataflow dominant instructions. We show that performance can be
gained not only from allowing the dataflow dominant instruction to execute early, but more
significantly from potentially eliminating the execution of all instructions that lead to the
computation of the dominated operand. We find that, for our benchmarks, 0.1% - 6.5% (2%
average) of the total instructions executed contain a dataflow dominant operand and that
0.6% - 23.3% (8% average) of the remaining instructions can be eliminated with an optimal
prediction and detection mechanism.

We show that the occurrence of these dataflow dominant operands, as well as the instructions
that can potentially be eliminated by their arrival, is a repeatable trend. We therefore propose
two speculative mechanisms to dynamically remove instructions deemed unnecessary by the
arrival of a dataflow dominant operand. We find that removing these instructions not only
results in an overall performance improvement, but also improves cache behavior and allows
for a significant increase in the instructions window size available for the scheduling and exe-
cution of useful instructions.

1 .0 Introduction and Motivation

Despite the efforts of superscalar and multi-threaded processors to increase both the IPC and throughput that

can be obtained from today’s workloads, the fundamental limit of a program’s performance still lies primarily within

the dataflow graph made by the true dependences contained in the code. Put more simply, a program can only finish

as quickly as its critical path of dependent instructions executes. In order to push performance past this limit, hard-

ware must be able to either break data dependences by speculating on data values [7], by removing instructions from

the dependence chain, or both, all without affecting program correctness.

In this work, we define and characterize a program attribute called dataflow dominance. We show that with

realistic hardware exploitation this phenomenon allows for the elimination of a non-trivial percentage of instructions

that do not contribute to the end result of the program. We find that removing these unnecessary instructions not only

results in an overall performance improvement, but also improves cache behavior and allows for a significant

increase in the instructions window size available for the scheduling and execution of useful instructions.

We show that there is a non-trivial percentage of 2-input instructions whose results can be determined by the

computation and fetching of only one operand. We call these instructions dataflow dominant. The arrival of the data-
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flow dominant operand makes the value of the other operand irrelevant. Therefore, the instructions that compute the

dominated operand are also unnecessary and may be removed from execution without affecting the program’s overall

result.

We show that an optimal exploitation of dataflow dominance leads to correct execution of our benchmarks

while executing as many as 23.3% fewer instructions. This same optimal exploitation leads to as much as a 15.5%

speedup of the total execution. To take advantage of this opportunity, we propose two mechanisms capable of dynam-

ically removing unnecessary instructions from execution. The first is a predictor based mechanism that only elimi-

nates the execution of unnecessary instructions, while the second, similar to a trace cache [9][10][13], allows the

machine to fetch around predicted unnecessary instructions, thus saving further processor resources.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents related work, Section 3 defines and characterizes data-

flow dominance, Section 4 discusses potential performance gains from its exploitation, Section 5 describes possible

implementations, and Section 6 presents our conclusions.

2 .0 Related Work

There has been significant work aimed at removing the portions of programs that perform no useful work.

Butts and Sohi proposed a mechanism to detect and dynamically remove dead instructions, instructions whose results

are never read [4]. If an instruction’s result is found to be overwritten before it is used as an input by a later instruc-

tion, it is declared dead. Since most values are only read by one later instruction [3], minimal state is needed to keep

enough instructions in the machine to locate the redefinition of the dead instruction’s output register. Butts and Sohi

also defined a class of instructions as transitively dead. These instructions generate results only used by dead instruc-

tions or other transitively dead instructions. In other words, transitively dead instructions reside in a path of the data-

flow graph that is terminated by the presence of a dead instruction. Dead and transitively dead instructions have a

relationship similar to that of dataflow dominant instructions and the instructions that they make unnecessary, except

that unlike dataflow dominant instructions, the dead instructions themselves can be removed. While they propose a

mechanism for the removal of dead instructions, transitively dead instructions are not targeted for exploitation. Our

mechanism (Section 5) targets dead and transitively dead instructions for removal along with instructions made

unnecessary by the presence of a dataflow dominant instruction.

Zilles identified a set of instructions related to dataflow dominant instructions called idempotent instructions
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[17]. An idempotent instruction produces an output identical to one of its inputs (ex: add rd, rs, rt=0).  Idempotent

instructions have the potential to be "executed" during the register rename stage and do not require the use of a func-

tional unit. The exploitation of idempotent instructions has minimal benefit, however, because the values of both

inputs are required for correct execution and therefore no benefit can be gained by the exploitation of the transitively

idempotent property.

Other work in this area includes the following. Partial dead code elimination [5] is a compiler technique that

attempts to reduce the number of dead instructions by placing all possible uses of a register value in the same control

flow path. If this technique is successful, the number of dead instructions cannot be increased by irregular control

flow. Rotenberg proposed exploiting (but not removing) ineffectual instructions [12], instructions that have no exter-

nally visible effects. These ineffectual instructions include dead and transitively dead instructions, silent stores [1][6],

trivially predictable branches, and other instructions that transitively lead into another ineffectual instruction. His

work exploited these instructions by removing them from speculative threads. Martin et al. proposed a compiler/hard-

ware scheme to identify dead register values for the purpose of expediting physical register reclamation [8].

2.1 Floating-Point Idempotent Instructions
Our work also identifies a second group of idempotent instructions unique to floating-point instructions. An

idempotent floating-point instruction occurs when the exponents of the two operands of a floating-point add or sub-

tract instruction differ by more than the number of bits in the significand. When this condition is satisfied, the normal-

ization performed on the operands before the floating-point add/subtract operation will completely shift out one of the

operands, turning the instruction into an add/subtract by zero. After this normalization, floating-point idempotent

instructions fall under the original definition of idempotent instructions coined by Zilles.  Table 1 shows the percent-

Table 1: Floating-Point Exponent Difference: Shows the total percentage of floating-point add and 
subtract instructions whose exponents differ by the indicated margin. A difference of more than 52, the 
number of bits in the significand of a 64-bit floating-point value, indicates a floating-point idempotent 
instruction.

Benchmark Diff = 0 0 < Diff < 11 Diff > 52 Benchmark Diff = 0 0 < Diff < 11 Diff > 52
ammp 8.6% 62.9% 0.2% lucas 22.0% 71.3% 0.2%
apsi 33.3% 55.8% 0.6% mesa 22.7% 58.3% 2.2%
art 0.8% 42.4% 8.3% mgrid 15.3% 77.0% 0.6%

equake 17.8% 66.7% 3.9% sixtrack 10.6% 63.2% 0.1%
facerec 14.7% 76.4% 1.9% swim 34.0% 15.4% 1.6%
fma3d 32.0% 36.9% 14.6% wupwise 16.9% 80.9% 0.0%
galgel 7.2% 63.4% 1.0% Average 18.1% 59.3% 2.7%
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age of floating-point add/subtract instructions whose operands’ exponents are the same, differ by less than ten, and

differ by more than 52. Since there are 52 bits in the significand of a 64-bit floating-point value, those instructions

whose operands’ exponents differ by greater than 52 are floating-point idempotent and can be executed by a copy

instruction instead of accessing the slower, more power-intensive floating-point unit. Table 1 also shows that these

floating-point idempotent instructions occur very rarely (2.7% on average), especially considering that floating-point

add/subtract instructions make up only 19% of the instructions in our benchmarks. For that reason, we chose not to

target them in the remainder of our work. It is also apparent that the majority of floating-point add/subtract instruc-

tions (78.4% on average) have operands whose exponents differ by less than ten. This rules out the validity of bit-

wise optimizations, such as gating off power to the portions of the floating-point unit where the exponent normaliza-

tion has made parts of the instruction idempotent on a bit-by-bit basis. 

3 .0 Dataflow Dominance

3.1 Dataflow Dominance Defined

Any instruction for which there exists one or more data values whose arrival as one of the instruction’s input

Code from Alpha ISA:
Format:  INST rd, rs, rt

  1. SEXTB r20, r20
  2. ANDI r19, r20, IMM
  3. SRAI r20, r20, IMM
  4. SUBL r6, r6, r19
  5. SUBL r1, r1, r20
  6. SUBL r7, r31, r6
  7. SUBL r27, r31, r1
  8. CMOVGE r7, r6, r6
  9. CMOVGE r27, r1, r1
  10. CMPLT r1, r7, r27
  11. CMOVNE r7, r1, r27
  12. SUBL r7, r23, r7
  13. MULL r7, r7, r3

Figure 1. Example of Dataflow Dominance from Crafty. The dataflow graph is generated from the 
code on the right. The dataflow dominant instruction and operand are shown in green (Instruction #13, 
r3=0), dead instructions in red (Instructions #6, 7), and additional instructions made unnecessary by 
dataflow dominance in blue (Instructions #1-5, 8-12). This dataflow dominant operand appeared 9234 
of 9831 times in our 50M instruction trace.
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operands allows for its output to be known without examination of the other operand’s value has the potential to be

dataflow dominant. The instruction becomes dataflow dominant each time the dominant operand value appears on its

input. In these cases, the value of the other operand, which we define as the dominated operand, need not be fetched

or even computed for correct execution of the program, provided that its value is not needed as input to any other

instruction(s).

The simplest example of this phenomenon is multiply-by-zero, where the arrival of a zero value on either of

the operands automatically results in the output being zero regardless of the other operand’s value. In this case, all

instructions in the program whose only function is to compute the dominated operand can be removed without affect-

ing program correctness. An example of this situation, taken from the crafty benchmark, is shown in Figure 1. In this

example, the arrival of r3=0 as an input to Instruction #13 makes it a dataflow dominant instruction. This also: 1) des-

ignates the r7 input to Instruction #13 as the dominated operand and 2) makes Instructions #1 - #12 unnecessary for

program correctness.

3.2 Dataflow Dominance in the Alpha Instruction Set

The thirty-two instructions in the Alpha instruction set [14] that have the potential to be dataflow dominant

are shown in Table 2. As stated earlier, all of these instructions are 2-input instructions, where meeting of the listed

condition on one of its input registers dominates the value of the other input. Table 3 further characterizes the occur-

Instruction Condition(s) of Dataflow Dominance Instruction Condition(s) of Dataflow Dominance

AND rs == 0 or rt == 0 CMOVLE rs > 0

BIC rs  == 0 or rt == oxFFFFFFFF CMOVGT rs <= 0

BIS rs  == 0xFFFFFFFF or rt == oxFFFFFFFF CMOVLBS (rs & ox1) == 0

ORNOT rs == 0xFFFFFFFF or rt == 0 CMOVLBC (rs & 0x1) == 1

ZAP rs  == 0 or (rt & 0xFF) == 0xFF MULS rs == 0 or rt == 0

ZAPNOT rs == 0 or (rt & 0xFF) = 0 DIVS rs == 0

SRL rs == 0 MULT rs == 0 or rt == 0 

SLL rs == 0 DIVT rs == 0

SRA rs == 0 or rs = 0xFFFFFFFF CPYS rt == 0

MULL rs == 0 or rt == 0 CPYSN rt == 0

MULQ rs == 0 or rt == 0 FCMOVEQ rs != 0

UMULH rs == 0 or rt == 0 FCMOVNE rs == 0

CMOVEQ rs != 0 FCMOVLT rs >= 0

CMOVNE rs == 0 FCMOVGE rs < 0

CMOVLT rs >= 0 FCMOVLE rs > 0

CMOVGE rs >= 0 FCMOVGT rs <= 0

Table 2: Dataflow Dominance Conditions.
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rence of dataflow dominant instructions. This data shows that the vast majority of dataflow dominance cases occur in

only a few instructions (78.3% in 6 instructions for spec_INT, 93.7% in 6 instructions for spec_FP), and that these

instructions are dominant a high percentage of the time. Table 3 also shows that dataflow dominance is concentrated

across different instructions for the integer and floating point codes. Conditional move instructions account for 46.2%

of the total dominance cases for the integer benchmarks, while 64% of the dataflow dominance cases lie in multiply

instructions for the floating point codes. From these trends, we conclude that dominant operands, as well as the

instructions that they render unnecessary, should be accurately predictable with a relatively simple prediction mecha-

nism. In this preliminary work, we only profile the prevalence of dataflow dominance in the Alpha instruction set.

Although the type and number of potentially dataflow dominant instructions will vary across instruction sets, we

believe that similar dataflow dominance benefits can be attained for other ISAs.

4 .0 Performance Potential

4.1 Trace-Based Limit Study
In order to evaluate the potential benefits of dataflow dominance exploitation, we performed a trace-based

limit study. From each benchmark, we constructed a 50 million instruction trace of the committed instruction stream

of the form:  "inst, pc, rd#, rs#, rs_dom, rt#, rt_dom, mem_addr." The rs_dom and rt_dom fields hold boolean values

Spec_INT Spec_FP Spec_INT Spec_FP

Instruction % Dom. % Total % Dom. % Total Instruction % Dom. % Total % Dom. % Total

AND 14.9% 17.6% 3.5% 0.4% CMOVLE 4.1% 0.0% 67.4% 0.0%

BIC 45.9% 2.2% 57.9% 0.8% CMOVGT 99.3% 0.0% 60.9% 0.1%

ORNOT 0.0% 0.0% 0.7% 0.4% CMOVLBS 33.2% 0.2% 100.0% 0.0%

ORNOT 24.4% 4.4% 4.7% 0.1% CMOVLBC 67.3% 0.1% 9.1% 0.0%

ZAP 1.0% 0.0% 23.3% 0.0% MULS 41.1% 2.8% 21.2% 6.3%

ZAPNOT 46.7% 0.0% 67.1% 0.0% DIVS 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

SRL 0.1% 0.0% 1.1% 0.0% MULT 26.5% 9.7% 16.4% 64.0%

SLL 4.0% 0.0% 0.5% 0.0% DIVT 4.8% 0.2% 2.8% 0.3%

SRA 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% CPYS 27.7% 4.6% 41.7% 10.5%

MULL 16.2% 8.2% 21.7% 4.1% CPYSN 14.9% 0.5% 12.9% 0.7%

MULQ 13.2% 1.1% 3.5% 0.2% FCMOVEQ 21.2% 0.4% 58.6% 0.7%‘

UMULH 15.6% 0.4% 17.7% 0.0% FCMOVNE 69.3% 1.2% 32.7% 0.9%

CMOVEQ 62.0% 18.2% 58.7% 6.6% FCMOVLT 0.0% 0.0% 99.8% 0.0%

CMOVNE 72.1% 12.8% 97.2% 1.6% FCMOVGE 0.0% 0.0% 33.5% 0.0%

CMOVLT 96.2% 3.1% 78.3% 2.2% FCMOVLE 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

CMOVGE 40.5% 11.8% 0.8% 0.0% FCMOVGT 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Table 3: Dominant Instruction Characterization. Shown here is the percentage of time that each 
instruction receives a dominant operand followed by that instruction’s contribution to the total dataflow 
dominant cases encountered throughout the entire execution.
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that are "1" if the data value in that field is the dominant operand of a dataflow dominant instruction. The traces were

collected using the sim-safe simulator from the SimpleScalar Toolset [2] fed by the reference input set that comes

with the spec2000 benchmark suite [15]. Each trace is taken from steady-state execution after fast-forwarding 2 bil-

lion instructions to avoid initialization effects. A simple pass through each trace provided the data shown in Table 3,

which was discussed in the previous section.

As stated earlier, most of the benefits of dataflow dominance come from eliminating the execution of

instructions that are used solely to compute a dominated operand. An instruction is proven unnecessary when its out-

put register is overwritten before it is used as a non-dominated operand. In order to prove an instruction unnecessary,

the redefinition of its output register must be visible. By applying an appropriate algorithm (discussed in Figure 2) to

the committed instruction traces in reverse program order, we were capable of counting all of the instructions made

unnecessary by dataflow dominance. Processing the trace in reverse program order gave us scope bounded only by

the length of the trace to locate the redefinition of the instruction being examined.

The percentage of unnecessary instructions that can be eliminated by this algorithm are shown in Figure 3.

Here the percentage of unnecessary instructions are graphed for each benchmark when 1) only dead instructions are

removed, 2) when dead and transitively dead instructions are removed and 3) when dead and transitively dead

instructions are removed along with all instructions made unnecessary by the arrival of a dataflow dominant operand.

It is important to remember that the numbers shown here assume a near-optimal detection and verification method for

  Algorithm:
     1. All registers start live
     2. Apply state machine in reverse program order
     3. Examined instruction unnecessary if destination register already dead
     4. Restart algorithm on system call

  State Transitions:
     1. Dead to Live:
            - Dead Elimination: Register read
            - Transitively Dead Elimination: Register read by necessary instruction
            - Dataflow Dominance: Register read by necessary instruction and not dominated
     2. Live to Dead:
            - Dead Elimination: Register written
            - Transitively Dead Elimination: Register read by necessary instruction
     3. Dead to Dead:
            - Register written
     4. Live to Live:
            - Register read

Figure 2. Algorithm For Unnecessary Instruction Detection.
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removing unnecessary instructions. On average, dead instruction elimination removes 4.4% of instructions. An addi-

tional 2.3% (as high as 8.5% for swim) of instructions can be removed by targeting transitively dead instructions in

addition to dead instructions. When dataflow dominance exploitation is added, an additional 7.5% of instructions can

be removed without affecting correct program execution in the best case (1.4% average). If a mechanism were capa-

ble of exploiting the benefits of all three removal schemes, necessary instructions could be reduced by as much as

23.3%, or 8.0% on average.

The number of additional instructions removed by exploiting dataflow dominance varies drastically across

our benchmarks, from 0% to 7.5%. This is primarily due to four factors: 1) the number of potentially dataflow domi-

nant instructions generated in the compiled code, 2) the percentage of those instructions that contain a dataflow dom-

inant operand, 3) the number of situations where the output of an instruction that is potentially made unnecessary by

the arrival of a dataflow dominant operand is also used as an input to another necessary instruction (the instruction

therefore cannot be removed), and 4) the fact that in many cases the output of a dataflow dominant instruction is used

exclusively as the input to a dead instruction. 

The first two cases match intuition; the more dataflow dominance cases, the more benefit that can be gained

from their exploitation. The last two cases can lead to some surprising results where a benchmark with a high fre-

quency of dataflow dominant instructions is only able to gain minimal benefit from their presence. The third case reit-

Figure 3.  Unnecessary Instructions. Shown here are the instructions made unnecessary by 
ideal dead instruction elimination, transitively dead instruction elimination, and dataflow 
dominance exploitation. Our proposed mechanism (see Section 5) targets all three and could 
achieve these results given ideal prediction and verification.
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erates the fact that an instruction deemed unnecessary by the presence of a dataflow dominant operand must be

proven to be exclusively used for the computation of the dominated operand before it can be removed. If its result is

used later in the program, it must be executed along with all instructions that are used to compute its inputs. Many

instruction removal opportunities are lost in this manner. The final case describes situations where the dataflow dom-

inant instruction, along with the instructions that would have been unnecessary because of it, are counted as transi-

tively dead instructions because their outputs are used exclusively by dead instructions.

These situations allow for the benefits of dataflow dominance to be underestimated when used in conjunc-

tion with dead and transitively dead instruction elimination (see Figure 4). Presented here is the same instruction

removal data that is shown additively in Figure 3, this time graphed individually against the number of dataflow dom-

inant operands that occur. The number of dataflow dominant instructions is 2.6% on average (as high as 4.7% for art).

It is apparent that in most cases each dataflow dominant instruction can result in the removal of less than one addi-

tional unnecessary instruction. This is somewhat surprising, but is logical when cases 3 and 4 are considered from

above. Though the simultaneous targeting of dataflow dominant and transitively dead instructions can lead to an

underestimation of the benefits of dataflow dominance, the combined benefit of their concurrent exploitation exceeds

what either optimization could achieve in isolation.

To our knowledge, this work is the first to exploit transitively dead and dataflow dominant instructions, lead-

Figure 4. Dataflow Dominant vs. Eliminated Instructions. Shown here is the number of dataflow dominant 
instructions compared against the number of dead instructions, transitively dead instructions and unnecessary 
instructions due to dataflow dominance.
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ing to a new contribution of the sum of those two bars in Figure 4. The mechanisms that we propose in Section 5 tar-

get all three cases of unnecessary instructions, resulting in the instruction removal totals shown in Figure 3.

4.2 Timing-Based Limit Study
In order to obtain an upper bound on the performance improvement that could be obtained from a realistic

dataflow dominance exploitation, we integrated a timing-based simulator, sim-outorder from the SimpleScalar

Toolset [2], into our trace-based limit study. In these simulations, we remove all of the instructions identified by our

trace study as unnecessary so that they consume no processor resources. The speedup gained from optimal dataflow

dominance exploitation is shown relative to that achieved from dead instruction elimination in Figure 5. The simu-

lated processor configuration for all of our experiments is described in Table 4. For our benchmarks, dead instruction

elimination results in an average speedup of 5.1%. Speedups gained by then adding optimal dataflow dominance

exploitation are non-trivial, as high as 14.9% for art. Our proposed mechanisms, (Section 5) designed to take advan-

tage of dataflow dominant instructions, should easily be able to remove dead instructions as well. With such a mech-

anism, speedups as high as 15.5%, 7.3% on average, over normal execution can be attained.

The performance improvement gained by the exploitation of dataflow dominance comes primarily from two

sources: 1) reduced resource contention within the processor that results in fewer structural hazards and 2) removal of

Figure 5. Potential Performance Improvement. Shown here is the speedup gained for our 
benchmarks using dead instruction elimination and dataflow dominance exploitation, which 
includes dynamically dead instructions elimination. Also shown are the processor simulator 
parameters used in all of our experiments.
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memory system effects from unnecessary loads. When unnecessary instructions are removed, they do not consume

resources critical to the speed of execution, such as reorder buffer and load-store queue slots, functional units, and

fetch, decode, and commit bandwidth. These freed resources allow instructions on necessary paths to execute more

quickly. The removal of unnecessary loads leads to improved memory performance both by removing the cache

misses caused by unnecessary instructions and by increasing the effective cache size available to necessary loaded

data blocks. Figure 6 shows the reduction of level-1 data cache misses that results from dead instruction elimination

and dataflow dominance exploitation. This data shows that the benefits of dataflow dominance do not consistently

come from the same source. Several benchmarks show little or no reduction in cache misses but still receive a perfor-

mance boost from dataflow dominance (see Figure 5). These benchmarks rely on the reduced processor resource con-

tention gained by unnecessary instruction removal to gain performance. Removing unnecessary loads leads to

significant cache miss savings in art, leading to its significant speedup.

4.3 Instruction Removal Issues
Not surprisingly, the complete removal of instructions from a program is quite difficult and is accompanied

    - Front End: 4 wide fetch, 16KB bimodal 2-level branch predictor, 16 entry return address stack
     - Instruction Window: 16 entry with 64 entry ROB, 4-wide issue, 64 rename registers, 4-wide retirement
     - Execution: 4 int ALU (2 mult.), 2 fp ALU (2 mult.)
     - Memory Hierarchy: 8 KB DL1 (2-way, 16B blocks, 2 cyc. latency), 32KB IL1 (2-way, 32B blocks, 2 cyc. latency), 512KB
            unified L2 (4-way, 64B blocks, 15 cyc. latency), 500 cycle memory latency

Table 4: Simulated Processor Parameters

Figure 6. L1 Cache Behavior. Shown here are the number of L1D cache misses per thou-
sand instructions for dead instruction elimination and dataflow dominance exploitation.
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with a set of consequences. In this section, we discuss these issues and propose solutions to overcome them.

4.3.1 Unnecessary Instruction Detection and Verification

As illustrated in Figure 2, in order to prove that an instruction is unnecessary it must be verified that the

instruction’s output register is redefined before it is read as an input to a necessary instruction. In order for this to be

verified, all of the instructions up to that register kill must be kept in the machine for potential examination. If the dis-

tance between the instruction being examined and the redefinition of its output register is excessively large, no realis-

tic hardware mechanism could detect the register kill. In those cases, truly unnecessary instructions would not be

identified. Figure 7 shows the static instruction distance between instructions deemed unnecessary by a dataflow

dominant instruction and the redefinition of their output registers. Only the integer benchmarks are shown for brevity,

but similar instruction distances hold for all of our benchmarks. On average, a scope of 256 instructions captures 70%

of the unnecessary instructions and a much higher percentage for most benchmarks. This data shows that the majority

of the benefit from dataflow dominance can be achieved in a reasonable sized machine (reorder buffer size, LSQ size,

etc.). Similar static instruction distance trends hold for dead and transitively dead instruction elimination.

4.3.2 Exception Behavior

Dynamically eliminating instructions from the execution of a program also leads to the elimination of these

instructions’ potential to cause exceptions. Situations could arise when an instruction would have caused an excep-

Figure 7. Detection Distance. Shown here are the cumulative distributions of the static dis-
tance between the definition of a register and its redefinition (kill) that needs to be visible in 
order for the instruction to be proven unnecessary by dataflow dominance.
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tion during normal execution but when the dataflow dominance optimization is turned on the exception never occurs

because the instruction is never executed. For user code, this is only a problem if an exception handler has been

attached to the program, hence providing a method by which the user could use the exception as a condition to enter

another piece of code. Therefore, a processor equipped with a mechanism to take advantage of any of the previously

discussed instruction removal techniques should disable these optimizations when a software exception handler is

attached to the program. A runtime system that is aware of both this technique and of currently active exception han-

dlers could accomplish this goal.

5 .0 Implementation Issues

Up to this point, we have defined dataflow dominance abstractly without regard to specific hardware mech-

anisms. This section discusses several design alternatives in which a traditional processor could be augmented to

exploit dataflow dominance as well as the implementation issues surrounding such techniques.

5.1 Detection

The first step in removing unnecessary computations is to identify candidate instructions that are likely to be

useless. As discussed in Section 3, in order to guarantee that an instruction is unnecessary and can safely be dropped

from execution, it must be ensured that no necessary instruction consumes the value it produces. This implies that the

subsequent definition of the candidate instruction’s destination register must be observed in order to know that the

value is dead. We propose a FIFO queue structure that instructions are pushed onto as they retire from execution in

the machine. This allows a history of committed instructions to be built up on which to perform the dataflow analysis

described in Figure 2. Figure 7 provides some insight into how queue size affects the detection coverage. It indicates

that a 256-entry queue is sufficiently large enough to capture greater than 70% of all unnecessary instructions.

5.2 Exploitation and Verification

The previous sub-section described a mechanism that can determine if an instruction was necessary given

the dynamic, committed instruction stream that it appeared in. However, this postmortem analysis only allows us to

determine if it was necessary in hindsight -- this dynamic instruction cannot be eliminated because it has already fin-

ished execution. Instead, we can leverage this information by remembering our observation the next time the instruc-

tion sequence is observed. We propose two hardware mechanisms to exploit this knowledge: one based on a

traditional predictor structure, and one based on existing trace cache proposals [9][10][13]. We provide a qualitative
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discussion for completeness; a more rigorous evaluation of these techniques is left to future work.

5.2.1 Predictor Based Instruction Removal

In order to make room for recently-committed instructions in the FIFO, entries are popped from the head

and analyzed in order to determine if it was functionally necessary for them to execute. If an instruction was deter-

mined to be unnecessary, a predictor structure is updated to indicate that we should attempt to eliminate this instruc-

tion on subsequent encounters. A diagram of our proposed predictor based instruction removal mechanism is shown

in Figure 8. Initial studies (the results of which are not presented here) indicate that a simple two-bit predictor

indexed by program counter can achieve greater than 98% accuracy. Alternately, the large amount of prior work

regarding path-based branch prediction exists and can be leveraged to achieve a higher degree of accuracy [16].

As instructions are fetched, the predictor is indexed to predict whether or not they are necessary. If they are

predicted necessary, execution continues as it would normally. If they are predicted unnecessary, then their execution

is deferred (by assigning a low scheduling priority) in order to enable a greater scope of younger instructions to enter

the machine. This allows a history of subsequent instructions to be built and increases the likelihood of observing the

unnecessary conditions discussed in Section 4.1.When the candidate unnecessary instruction is eventually selected

for execution by the scheduler, the younger, in-flight instructions are examined to determine if the candidate can be

removed. If the unnecessary conditions are met, the instruction is dropped from execution. Otherwise it is allocated a

functional unit and continues down the pipeline as it would be normally.

Figure 8. Predictor Based Implementation Diagram
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5.2.2 Trace Cache Based Instruction Removal

While the predictor-based mechanism proposed in Figure 5.2.1 provides a simple method to remove unnec-

essary instructions from execution, it does not achieve maximal benefit compared to other schemes because the elim-

inated instructions still consume some degree of execution resources. Even if an instruction is eventually squashed

from execution, it still consumes memory and fetch bandwidth, and is still allocated a reorder buffer (ROB) entry,

rename register, issue queue slot and potential load/store queue slot, all of which can be consumed while the determi-

nation of the instruction’s necessity is pending.

The intent of the mechanism proposed in this section (shown in Figure 9) is to avoid such resource con-

sumption by unnecessary instructions. We leverage structures and algorithms first proposed by instruction trace

caches [9][10][13]. Committed instructions are pushed onto a FIFO as they were in the prediction-based mechanism.

However, instead of determining if instructions are necessary in isolation as they are popped off of the queue, we col-

lectively decide whether each instruction is necessary only by examining younger instructions in the queue. This

means that while in the prediction-based approach each instruction has a scope of q younger instructions to determine

if it is necessary (where q is the number of entries in the FIFO), in this approach only the head entry has visibility to q

instructions, and younger entries have visibility of q - i, where i is the distance to the head of the queue.

Once a sufficient number of unnecessary instructions have been observed in the queue, a trace of up q

dynamic instructions is generated and the unnecessary instructions are removed. The trace is inserted into a trace

Figure 9. Trace Cache Based Implementation Diagram.
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cache that is indexed by the starting fetch address of the dynamic instruction stream. Subsequent fetch requests are

searched for in the trace cache before (or in parallel with) the instruction cache. If the fetch address hits in the trace

cache, all instructions in the trace are inserted into the front end of the machine. The unnecessary instructions do not

exist in the trace and therefore consume no execution resources, unlike the previous technique. If no trace entry is

found, instructions are fetched from the I-cache or memory.

Finally, it must be verified that the removed instructions are not, in fact, necessary. This involves guarantee-

ing that the control flow follows the same execution and that any instructions that were dataflow dominant when the

trace was constructed are still dataflow dominant when the trace is replayed. Thus branch outcomes and dataflow

dominant conditions are embedded into the trace when it is constructed. If an inconsistency is detected while replay-

ing instructions from the trace, the entire trace is discarded and fetching resumes from the I-cache normally. This

notion of dynamic optimizations of an atomic instruction stream is similar to that proposed in the rePLay framework

[11].

6 .0 Conclusion

This work introduces the notion that many dynamic instructions can compute their result without knowledge

of all of their source operand values. We define this characteristic as dataflow dominance, and show that the instruc-

tions that compute the unnecessary source operands are not required to execute and can safely be removed. We high-

light the conditions that must be satisfied in order to remove such instructions, and show that up to 23.3% of dynamic

instructions can be removed, leading up to an idealized speedup of 15.5% in SPEC2000 benchmarks. We further

characterize some of the fundamental behavior of programs that exhibit a large portion of dataflow dominant opera-

tions and discuss how such characteristics affect their detection and exploitation. Finally, this work propose two hard-

ware mechanisms to remove instructions that are unnecessary due to dataflow dominance, and we discusses several

tradeoffs among these designs.
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